DNA functioning requires both compaction for packaging into chromatin or virus particles and accessibility for looping to control gene expression. The persistence length (Р), closely related to the bending rigidity of double-stranded DNA, is highly relevant to these processes. In spite of numerous experimental and theoretical studies, a general agreement on the dependence of DNA persistence length on salt concentration has not been established and clear understanding about the fundamental forces responsible for DNA stiffness is still lacking. Here we describe a dependence of Р vs Na + concentration based on several studies and discuss the impact of different factors, including DNA G-and A-tracts, on DNA persistence length. Nucleic acids are highly charged polyanionic molecules. The polyelectrolyte nature affects their stability, structure, reactivity and binding behavior [1] . Due to electrostatic repulsion between phosphate groups on the backbone, the excluded volume of DNA double helix significantly increases at low salt concentration. The persistence length (P) and the effective diameter (d ef ) are important characteristics of the excluded volume. The d ef is the diameter of an uncharged impenetrable polymer chain that mimics the conformational properties of actual electrically charged DNA [2] . The d ef corresponds to the distance of the closest approach between the helical axes of two nonadjacent DNA segments [3] . The dependence of the d ef on salt concentration has been experimentally determined from measurements of the osmotic pressure of DNA [4, 5] , low-angle light scattering [6] and probability of DNA knotting [3, 7] . These studies have shown that the DNA effective diameter can be several times greater than the geometric diameter. These findings are especially marked for supercoiled DNAs, where there are close contacts between portions of DNA chain [7] .
DNA functioning requires both compaction for packaging into chromatin or virus particles and accessibility for looping to control gene expression. The persistence length (Р), closely related to the bending rigidity of double-stranded DNA, is highly relevant to these processes. In spite of numerous experimental and theoretical studies, a general agreement on the dependence of DNA persistence length on salt concentration has not been established and clear understanding about the fundamental forces responsible for DNA stiffness is still lacking. Here we describe a dependence of Р vs Na + concentration based on several studies and discuss the impact of different factors, including DNA G-and A-tracts, on DNA persistence length.
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Nucleic acids are highly charged polyanionic molecules. The polyelectrolyte nature affects their stability, structure, reactivity and binding behavior [1] . Due to electrostatic repulsion between phosphate groups on the backbone, the excluded volume of DNA double helix significantly increases at low salt concentration. The persistence length (P) and the effective diameter (d ef ) are important characteristics of the excluded volume. The d ef is the diameter of an uncharged impenetrable polymer chain that mimics the conformational properties of actual electrically charged DNA [2] . The d ef corresponds to the distance of the closest approach between the helical axes of two nonadjacent DNA segments [3] . The dependence of the d ef on salt concentration has been experimentally determined from measurements of the osmotic pressure of DNA [4, 5] , low-angle light scattering [6] and probability of DNA knotting [3, 7] . These studies have shown that the DNA effective diameter can be several times greater than the geometric diameter. These findings are especially marked for supercoiled DNAs, where there are close contacts between portions of DNA chain [7] . The persistence length is a reflection of the chain contour length, over which the segment directions are correlated. P of a virtual polymer chain comprising a string of n segment vectors is the sum of the average projections of each Reviews ISSN 1993-6842 (on- of the segment vectors on the first segment vector in the limit n → ∞ [8] . The DNA persistence length, which is considered to be one half of the Kuhn statistical segment length, can be extracted from the mean-squared end-to-end distance, <R 2 >, of DNA fragments on the basis of the worm-like chain model [8, 9] .
The DNA stiffness is highly relevant to the biological processes such as the DNA wrapping around histone protein to form nucleosomes, the packaging inside virus particles, the physical rearrangements of genomic DNA induced by transcription factors and others, i.e. DNA function requires both compression for packaging into chromatin or virus particle and accessibility for looping to control gene expression [9] . While there is a satisfactory agreement between different experimental dependences of DNA effective diameter on concentration of monovalent cations [2] , dependences of DNA persistence length on Na + concentration vary widely and have been unsatisfactory described by the theoretical dependences [10] . In this brief review we discuss impact of different factors on dependence of DNA persistence length on Na + concentration. In particular, we discuss structural features of DNA G-and A-tracts.
Dependence of DNA persistence length on Na + concentration
Dependences of DNA persistence length on Na + concentration reported by different experimental groups are presented in Fig. 1A . Compared to the similar combined data presented by Savelyev [10] we have changed somewhat a set of the literary sources. We added experimental data of Porschke [14] and have not used data of Cairney & Harrington [20] and Maret & Weill [21] . Cairney & Harrington [20] obtained absolute values of DNA persistence length from the flow birefringence measurements based on assumed (constant) values of nucleotide optical anisotropy factors Da, which were chosen to facilitate comparison with the results of Kam et al. [11] , Manning [16] and Rizzo & Schellman [12] . The authors observed the most satisfactory agreement between their results and those of Rizzo & Schellman [12] (£ in Fig. 1A ). In case of other studies [11, 16] an agreement was close at intermediate salts (10-100 mM Na + ) but the authors' curves showed notably less dependences at both higher and lower salt concentrations. We have not included Cairney & Ha rrington data [20] into combined graph (Fig. 1A) because the authors themselves consider the flow birefringence approach as a secondary method due to uncertainty in the Da.
Maret & Weill data [21] were not included into the graph due to the uncertainties in the optical and diamagnetical anisotropy factors that resulted in a large error (about ±30 %) in intrinsic persistence length. Besides, at low salt concentrations the experiments were carried out at 4 °С but DNA persistence length strongly depends on temperature [22] . In particular, when the temperature changes from 5 °C to 42 °C, P changes from 53 nm to 44 nm. Experimental data presented in Fig. 1A were obtained at room temperature.
Despite the large scattering of the points in Fig. 1A a definite trend in P variation with increasing salt concentration is observed. This trend is approximately illustrated by a solid curve, which is similar in shape to that presented by Savelyev [10] , who has studied dependence of DNA persistence length on salt [13] , electrooptical measurements of DNA fragments [14] (¡), using of force-measuring laser tweezers to determine the elastic properties of l DNA [15] (), and molecular dynamic simulations of a 150 base-pair DNA segment [10] (Ú). Additionally, theoretical corrections [16] (r) and [17] (s) to Borochov et al. data [18] on laser light scattering of Col E1 DNA are shown. Bdependences of DNA effective diameter on Na + concentration. Data are based on the equilibrium distribution of DNA fragments in the ultracentrifuge [4] (t), measurements of Col E1 DNA osmotic pressure [5] (u), probability of knotting of DNA chains during a random cyclization [7, 3] (v, w), and light scattering of DNA fragments (calculated by Vologodskii & Cozzarelli [2] from Nicolai & Mandel data [6] (t)). The dashed line corresponds to the theoretical calculations [19] . Adapted from Vologodskii & Cozzarelli [2] .
concentration by means of molecular dyna mics simulations with utilization of a chemically accurate coarse-grained model for double-stranded DNA with explicit mobile ions [23] . Since DNA persistence lengths generated by this method were systematically larger than the respective experimental values, the authors uniformly rescale MD simulation results by a factor of ~0.7, that led to nearly exact agreement with the experimental data taken from Hagerman's study [24] and other works [12, 15] . Hager man [24] investigated the dependence of pBR322 DNA persistence length on salt concentration by a transient electric birefringence method at very low NaCl concentration (0.1-4.0 mM). In particular, he obtained the values of ~180, 60 and 50 nm for P in 0.1, 2.0 and 4.0 mM Na + , respectively. Thus, the P value increases more than 3 times with a decrease in Na + concentration in this concentration interval.
It seems that a curve with a plateau-like region in the middle part, presented by Savelyev (Ú, [10] ), describes satisfactory the experimental data over a wide range of Na + concentrations. The dependences obtained by Rizzo & Schellman (£, [12] ), Porschke (¡, [14] ), Kam et al. (¯, [11] ) and Baumann et al. (, [15] ), are close, more or less, to this curve (the data in [14] and [15] are obtained at low and moderate salt concentrations, Na + <0.6 M). Only the dependences presented by Sobel & Harpst (¢, [13] ) and Manning (r, [16] ) and Post (s, [17] ) corrections to Borochov et al. data [18] (but not Kam et al. corrections, ¯, [11] ) greatly differ in shape from Savelyev's dependence [10] .
Savelyev [10] demonstrated that the experimental data on the dependence of DNA persistence length on salt concentration are not in satisfactory agreement with the predictions from Odijk [25] , Skolnick & Fixman [26] (OSF) and Manning [27] theories over a wide range of salt concentrations. According to the OSF theory [25, 26] , P roughly does not depend on monovalent cations concentration after ~0.05 M. This theory is in agreement with the experimental data only in a very narrow range of Na + concentrations (about 100 mM). The Manning theory is in a good agreement with the experimental data only at salt concentration above 100 mM Na + . Later Fixman [28] and Le Bret [29] independently calculated the electrostatic contribution to the DNA persistence length on the basis of Poisson-Boltzmann equation and obtained similar results. These results are still not in good agreement with the experimental data [29] , however, the dependence of the persistence length on salt concentration calculated by these authors resembles (at least qualitatively) the results of the molecular dynamic simulations [10] presented in Fig. 1 . The controversy among both theoretical and experimental predictions centered on the role of electrostatic and non-electrostatic interactions in regulation of DNA stiffness [9, 10] . By means of molecular dynamic simulations, Savelyev et al. [30] found that electrostatic and non-electrostatic effects play a comparable role in maintaining the DNA rigidity. To understand the relationship among base stacking, electrostatic effects, functional group occupancy of the DNA grooves, and DNA mechanical properties, Peters et al. [31, 32] have created double-helical DNA variants replacing normal bases with various cationic, anionic or neutral analogs and applied different techniques to measure the bending flexibility of these polymers. The P values of these DNA variants were within the range of values reported for sequence-dependent variation of the natural DNA bases. The authors demonstrated that the main effect of the base modifications was their ability to drive transitions to helical conformations different from the canonical B-form DNA. They noted that the feature(s) of structurally polymorphic forms, which are responsible for their distinct mechanical proper ties, remain unclear. Thus experimental and computational studies show that the fundamental origins of the remarkable stiffness of double-stranded DNA are still not understood well and a conceptually new understanding needs to be developed [10, 32, 33] .
The inadequacy of theoretical description of dependence of the DNA persistence length on salt concentration over a wide range of cation concentrations may be due in part to the absence of the accurate and predictive models of the ion atmosphere around nucleic acids and their electrostatics [34] . To screen a high nega tive charge, the bare nucleic acids induce a condensation of cations from the bulk solution [35] forming the major part of the ion atmosphere surrounding them. This condensed layer effectively neutralizes ~70 % of DNA backbone charge. The ion atmosphere, which is an integral part of nucleic acid is highly mobile, involves many ions that can occupy different positions with respect to the nucleic acid and each other, and varies with ionic conditions [34] . Concentration of cations in the ion atmosphere is higher, and that of anions is lower than in the bulk solution. The ion atmosphere extends until the ion concentrations become equal to the bulk ion concentration (tens of angstroms depending on conditions). The total combined charge of the ion atmosphere is equal and opposite to that of the nucleic acid.
Lipfert et al. [34] noted that the commonly used theoretical descriptions of the ion atmosphere (counterion condensation theory of Manning, Poisson-Boltzman theory, molecular dynamic (MD) approach and others) have limitations and do not quantitatively account for all aspects of the nucleic acid-ion interaction. In particular, Savelyev & MacKerell [36] [37] [38] have demonstrated the importance of the inclusion of explicit polarization effects in the force fields. Only utilizing a polarizable force field in their MD simulations, the authors revealed a differential impact of the monovalent ions Li + , Na + , K + , and Rb + on the DNA conformational properties. According to Savelyev & MacKerell [38] , the primary microscopic mechanism explaining the phenomenon is the formation of the water-mediated hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between solvated cations located inside the minor groove and simultaneously to two DNA strands. Intensity of this process depends on both the type of ion and the DNA sequence. Such H-bond formation appreciably shifts BI/BII backbone conformational equilibrium towards the BII population.
Unlike DNA persistence length, dependences of DNA effective diameter on salt concentration (Fig. 1B) are in remarkably good agreement with theoretical predictions based on polyelectrolyte theory [2] . According to Rubenkov et al. [7] such agreement shows that polyelectrolyte theory describes well longdistance interactions between the DNA segments, which are the chief contributions to the value of DNA effective diameter [19] . The comparison of dependences of DNA persistence length and effective diameter on salt concentration ( Figures 1A and 1B) shows that they have a different character. The d ef decreases in a smooth manner with increasing salt concentration, whereas there is, possibly, plateau-like region in the middle part of the P dependence. In particular, under increasing Na + concentration from 10 mM to 100 mM, the value of d ef decreases 2.7-3.2 times, whereas P decreases only 1.1-1.4 times (Fig. 1) . This means that the impact of ionic conditions on the DNA conformational properties in the cation range of approximately 10-200 mM, is characterized mainly by the d ef dependence on salt concentration.
Impact of different factors on DNA persistence length
The large scattering of the experimental points in Fig. 1A may be caused by different theoretical interpretation of the experimental data and other reasons. In particular, the symbols ¯, r and s in Fig. 1 A refer to the Borochov et al. data [18] on light scattering of Col E1 DNA, corrected on the basis of excludedvolume theory according to Kam et al [11] , Manning [16] and Post [17] , respectively. At low salt concentrations, the data (¯) of Kam et al. [11] diverge from those of Manning [16] (r) and Post [17] (s). The symbols ¢ and £ refer to the same DNA (T7 bacteriophage DNA) studied by the methods of Rayleigh light scattering [13] and flow dichroism [12] , respectively. In this case the dependencies are also most distinguishable at low salt concentrations. Besides, they have different characters; the second curve seems to reach a plateau at Na + concentration above 0.01 М.
The remarkably large scattering of the points at low salt concentrations may be explained by the contribution of buffer solutions. Since NaCl was used for varying salt concentration in all studies presented in Fig. 1A , Na + and Cl -were predominant ions at modest or high ionic strengths. However in the experimental studies, DNA samples were dissolved in buffer solutions, which contained Na 2 EDTA (0.1-2 mM) and either sodium phosphate buffer (total Na + 2-5 mM) [11] [12] [13] or 1 mM sodium cacodylate buffer [14, 15] . Thus, the contribution of buffers anions (including divalent anions EDTA -2 and HPO 4 -2 ) to DNA solutions was comparable with that of Cl -in a low salt concentration range.
Gebala et al. [39, 40] first studied in details how anion exclusion contributes to the overall ion atmosphere formation around DNA. They revealed by ion counting technique that the extent of monovalent anion exclusion and monovalent cation inclusion significantly depends on both the identity of the anion and that of accompanying cation. The differences were prominent only at high salt concentrations and arose from non-ideal behavior of simple electrolytes. Nevertheless, we suppose that in the experiments presented in Fig. 1A , anions could impact on the DNA ionic atmosphere and persistence length at low salt concentrations since the solutions contained cation of single identity (Na + ) and (in comparable concentrations) combinations of anions of different identity and valency.
The large scattering of the points at low salt concentrations may be also due to small contaminations of multivalent cations in monovalent salt solutions. As mentioned above, EDTA (0.1-2.0 мМ) was used to trap such contaminations in all experimental studies presented in Fig. 1A , but its level could be not sufficiently high in some studies. Monovalent and multivalent counterions have quite different effects on DNA stiffness. In particular Baumann et al. [15] determined, with the use of a force-measuring laser tweezers apparatus, that the persistence length of l-bacteriophage DNA is 86-96 nm in monovalent salt solutions at ~1.86 mM Na + . Addition of 100 mМ Mg 2+ or 25 mМ Co(NH 3 ) 6 3+ leads to P values as low as 41-51 nm and 18-30 nm, respectively.
The sequence dependence of DNA persistence length also may contribute to the scattering of the points in Fig 1A. Geggier and Vologodskii [41] showed that, with a good accuracy, the sequence dependence of DNA bending rigidity is specified by the properties of the dinucleotide steps. The authors determined that the values of persistence length span from 41.7 nm for CC/GG step to 55.3 nm for the combination of AC/GT, CG and GA/ TC steps. According to their data, the persistence length of the "average" DNA molecule with equal fraction of each nucleotide is 48.5 nm, which is in good agreement with many other studies. However the authors note that the dinucleotide approximation does not work well for the DNA molecules containing fragments with special structural properties, in particular, GGGCCC motifs and/or A-tracts.
G-tracts favor the A-DNA helix conformation [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . While GGGCCC in DNA duplex CATGGGCCCATG crystallizes in an intermediate A/B conformation, duplex AGGGGCCCCT, which contains a longer G-tract, crystallizes in a global conformation resembling that of a canonical A-form DNA [42, 43] . In solution, the structure of the first duplex is a slightly modified B-DNA [44] . Study of several DNA duplexes with G-tracts (including the second duplex) in solution by Fourier transform IR and CD spectroscopy [45] showed that all of them are in a dominating B-DNA conformation, however certain spectral variations suggest a predisposition for the A-type conformation depending of the length of the G-tract and the sequence context. Study of the aqueous duplex GGGGCCCC and its sequence isomer CCCCGGGG by CD and NMR spectroscopy [46, 47] showed A-like guanine-guanine stacking in both duplexes, whereas the cytosine bases stack in a B-like fashion in the duplex GGGGCCCC but in an A-like fashion in the duplex CCCCGGGG. The propensity of G-tracts for the A ↔ B helical transition provides a possible mode for regulating protein-DNA interactions [42] .
A-tracts (runs of four or more A•T base pairs) cooperatively form a double helix in the B-DNA family of secondary structures [48] . The base pairs in these tracts are propeller twisted permitting the formation of bifurcated (three-centered) H-bonds between an adenine base and an adjacent thymine base on the opposite strand of a helix that can improve basestacking interaction. It has been supposed that the cross-strand interaction in this helix is adenine C2H-O2 thymine [49] [50] [51] rather than adenine N6-O4 thymine, as it was reported in earlier works [48] . The minor groove of A-tracts is narrow. The propeller-twisted conformation is stabilized by the spine of hydration in the minor groove of A-tracts.
A-tracts exhibit a temperature-dependent premelting behavior below the temperature, at which the dissociation into single strands occurs (in the range 10 °C < t° < 70 °C in a physiological salt solution). This premelting transition is well modeled as a transition between at least two helical states [48, 52] . The midpoint of the transition is 30-40 °C. It is accompanied by a disruption of bound water and breaking the bifurcated H-bonds. Currently the source of the high stability and rigidity of A-tracts is not completely elucidated, since the spine of hydration is not a stabilizing factor unique for A-tracts and contribution of bifurcated H-bonds to their stability is under discussion [48] . Recently Zubatiuk et al. [53] studied the role of microhydration in a structure of (dA:dT) 5 mini-helix by quantum-chemical modeling. The authors suggested that formation of a specific water pattern not only in a minor but also in a major grove is the factor responsible for the stabilization of A-tracts.
A-tracts can cause global helix bending when repeated tandemly with the helical repeat. The curvature of DNA with A-tracts depends, in particular, on temperature, ionic strength of the solution, A-tract length, and the relative number of A•T base pairs in the A-tracts flanking sequences [54, 55] . A-tracts are involved in a variety of functions in vivo, for example in transcription regulation, DNA replications and recombination [48] . However, the biological importance of A-tracts may often be determined by their unique structure rather than the global curvature that they induce [48] .
Conclusion
Thus, the large scattering of the points in the dependence of the DNA persistence length on Na + concentration (Fig. 1A) may be due to the presence of sequence blocks in DNA with conformations distinct from the canonical B-form, different theoretical interpretation of the experimental data, buffer components (at low ionic strength) and the presence of contaminations of multivalent cations in DNA solutions.
Further experimental and theoretical studies on DNA persistence length are required for identifying fundamental forces responsible for DNA stiffness to better understand the mechanisms of DNA packaging, replication, recombination and other biological processes. It is also important for the engineering of nanostructures built from double-stranded DNA and creating vectors for the drugs delivery.
